like natural scotomas. However, it was shown recently that the high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect is more consistent with an assumption of filtering-out rather than filling-in within the S-cone channel (Logvinenko 2001) . Specifically, it was argued that the diamonds become tinged because the S -contrast between the diamonds and the background strips is attenuated by the S-cone channel due to its poor spatial resolution. As a result, the colour of the diamonds is mediated by a residual DC response of the S-channel at spatial frequencies above its spatial resolution.
Still, there is a problem with such an explanation as well. Indeed, an achromatic analogue of figure 1, where the S -components of the diamonds and strips, and thus the S -contrast between the diamonds and strips, are exactly the same as in figure 1, does not produce any colour illusion whatsoever (figure 2). So, why is the same S -contrast filtered out in figure 1 but not in figure 2? In other words, if the appearance of figure 2 results from combining three receptor images then it should change since the output of the S-channel must be spatially homogeneous because of the inability of this channel to resolve the contrast at the border of the diamonds.
No illusion from figure 2 may be understood if we assume that the filtering-out occurs in a post-receptor rather than receptor spatio-chromatic channel. It is generally believed that, being colour-opponent, post-receptor channels produce zero-response to an achromatic stimulus (Jameson and Hurvich 1955; Larimer et al 1975; Guth et al 1980; De Valois and De Valois 1993) . Therefore, in terms of this hypothetical output of the post-receptor opponent channel, there should be no contrast between the achromatic diamonds and the achromatic background strips in figure 2, and so no illusion is produced from this figure.
A set of retinal neurons with proper spectral characteristics can be the neural substrate of these hypothetical post-receptor opponent channels. An optical image on the retina is taken as the input into these channels. The output is the neural image made up by the set of these neurons (figure 4). Note that we do not consider the postreceptor spatio-chromatic channels as a combination of the receptor spatio-chromatic channels as depicted in figure 3. To put it the other way round, the input into postreceptor spatio-chromatic channels is not assumed to be the three receptor images (ie the outputs of the receptor spatio-chromatic channels). If post-receptor spatiochromatic channels were driven by the receptor spatio-chromatic channels (including the S-channel) then it would produce non-zero-response to figure 2 presented at a distance, since in this case the S-contrast between the diamonds and the strips would be filtered out by the S-channel. Therefore, in such a case the same illusion would be predicted. Alternatively, since we do not assume that the post-receptor spatio-chromatic channels are driven (in cascade) by the receptor spatio-chromatic channels, the latter provide no spatial pre-filtering to the post-receptor spatio-chromatic channels. Thus, our prediction is of no illusion for figure 2.
In this study we tested whether the illusory colours of the diamonds in figure 1 can be altered by changing only luminance (ie only M-and L -components) of the background strips, the S-component of the strips (thus, the S-contrast between the diamonds and strips) being kept the same. If the illusion (thus spatial filtering of colour signals) takes place at the receptor level, then the illusion should be the same as long as the S-contrast between the diamonds and strips is kept constant. Conversely, if high-spatial-frequency tritanopia is based on spatial filtering-out within a post-receptor, presumably the yellow^blue spatio-chromatic channel (or channels), then the illusory colours may vary when the background M-and L-components change. The results of the following experiment testify in favour of the latter (post-receptor) hypothesis.
Method
An asymmetric colour-matching technique was used to study the influence of the background luminance (ie the sum L M) on the high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect for the pattern depicted in figure 1 as well as for two other patterns with homogeneous (yellow or pink) backgrounds. The yellow and pink colours in the homogeneous pattern were the same as in the striped pattern. The achromatic diamonds were also the same in all three patterns. The rationale for employing the homogeneous patterns was to ascertain if the spatial (striped versus homogeneous) structure of the background can influence the high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect.
The patterns were presented on a colour monitor screen at a distance where the high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect was maximal (ie the saturation of the illusory colour of diamonds was strongest). Since such an optimal distance was rather different for different observers, at the beginning of the experiment the optimal distance was established individually for each observer. One male (BB) and two female (SH and DR) observers participated in this experiment. All observers had normal colour vision and a few years of participating in colour-vision experiments. Observers BB and SH wore their corrective eyewear throughout experiments.
Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were created by a PC equipped with a video card (VSG 2/4) from Cambridge Research Systems Ltd and displayed on a Barco colour monitor. The colour guns were calibrated with an Oriel spectroradiometer. On the monitor, a matching bar was presented underneath the pattern (see a stimulus layout in figure 5) which was used by the observers to match the perceived colour of the diamonds. The pattern was small to invoke the illusion and the matching bar was big to avoid spatio-chromatic interactions occurring within the matching bar itself. The dimensions of the stimulus layout in figure 5 were as follows: the whole display was 350 mm by 257 mm; the pattern was 140 mm by 68 mm; the matching bar was 350 mm by 42 mm; and the width of the strips (thus vertical distance between the adjacent lines of diamonds) was 17 mm. The spatial frequency of the yellow^pink grating was 4 cycles deg À1 for observer SH and 5 cycles deg À1 for observers BB and DR, as observer SH sat at a distance of 4 m while observers BB and DR sat at a distance of 5 m from the display. The repetitiveness of the adjacent lines of diamonds was the same for the striped and homogeneous patterns. The pattern was surrounded by a neutral background, the luminance of which was set equal to the mean luminance of the chromatic areas of the pattern.
The chromaticity coordinates and luminance of the colours used in our experiment are presented in table 1. These particular shades of yellow and pink were chosen as they induce strong high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effects. The luminance (3) varied at 9 levels for the pink background, and at 7 levels for the yellow background. (4) So, in all there were 16 homogeneous patterns. There were also 9 striped patterns; in 7 of these, the yellow and pink strips shared the same luminance, the remaining 2 had 34.5 and 39.5 cd m À2 for the pink strip and 29.3 cd m À2 for the yellow strip. Therefore, in total there were 25 patterns, with the luminance of the strips set different for each pattern (between 9.5 and 39.5 cd m À2 ) and the luminance of the diamonds kept equal for each pattern at 24.0 cd m À2 . Note that the S-coordinates were the same for all pink (0.408) and yellow (0.034) backgrounds. (5) Moreover, this also was the case for the corresponding B values. Therefore the output of the blue colour gun was not significantly affected by changing luminance. Since we did not vary spatial frequency of the gratings during the experiment either, we believe that any possible changes in colour appearance of the test strips induced by changing luminance could hardly be due to chromatic aberration. (6) 2.2 Procedure and design The experiment consisted of a sequence of trials arranged in sessions. In a single trial, one pattern (either striped or homogeneous) was presented on the monitor screen, and the observer was asked to adjust the colour of the matching bar so that its colour matched the colour of one of the lines of diamonds. When a striped pattern was presented, the diamonds to be matched (either in the yellow or pink strips) were Table 1 . The CIE chromaticity coordinates (x, y), the luminance (lum) of the colours (cd m À2 ), the cone coordinates (S, M, and L), and the R, G, B values of the monitor's colour guns for the colours used in the experiment. indicated by an arrow on the display. In all, there were 34 different trials. In 7 trials observers matched diamonds embedded in homogeneous yellow patterns; 9 trials consisted of homogeneous pink patterns; and 18 trials were striped patterns (9 striped patterns were presented twice for observers to match diamonds on the yellow and pink backgrounds). The trials were arranged in a pseudo-random order. Each trial was repeated five times. In all there were 170 trials in the experiment. These trials were divided into ten sessions (17 trials each). Each session lasted between 30 and 60 min; and one session was completed per day. In each trial, the observer controlled the colour of the matching bar via three pairs of keys in a keypad. One pair of keys allowed the observer to alter the colour of the matching bar so that the point in the CIE diagram, corresponding to this colour, moved towards (or away from) the neutral point (the true colour of the diamonds), thus changing the saturation of the colour of the matching bar. Another pair of keys allowed a point in the CIE diagram, corresponding to the colour of the matching bar, to move in a circle around the neutral point, controlling hue of the matching bar. The third pair of keys changed the intensity of light from the matching bar.
After observers had made a match and were satisfied, a button on the keypad was pressed to save it and the trial was over. There were no timing restrictions, with observers taking as much time as necessary to make a close match. A blank screen appeared immediately after the trial was saved; then observers pressed a button on the keypad to prompt the pattern for the next trial to appear, to which the same task was performed. At any time, observers could alternate between the pattern and a blank screen by pressing a button.
Results
A multivariate ANOVA showed significant differences between matches for luminance contrast of the test, colour of the background, and observer. No significant difference between the striped and homogeneous patterns was found, so matches for the striped and homogeneous patterns were combined together.
The mean matches for all three observers are plotted in figure 6 (the CIE chromaticity diagram) and figure 7 (the MacLeod^Boynton diagram). If the illusion were a result of the functioning of a single linear channel, the matches would lie along a straight line in both diagrams. But, on the contrary, the matches produce two-limb configurations, which contradicts this hypothesis. Furthermore, it is not consistent with the linearity hypothesis in principle, since the matches for the yellow background show clear deviation from linearity.
Figures 8 and 9 present the M-and L-contrast of the match (7) as a function of the M-and L -contrast of the test (ie the contrast between the diamonds and their surround), respectively. The M-and L-contrast of the match is approximately in a linear relationship with the M-and L-contrast of the test. In fact, the data points on these graphs are very close to the diagonal line. A slight shift downwards from the diagonal line may have been a result of attenuation of the luminance contrast of the test by the luminance modulation transfer function. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that a change in chromaticity of the matching bar comes mainly from the observers' manipulation of the S-coordinate. If so, the S-coordinate (thus, the S-contrast) of the observers' matches can be used as a measure of the high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect obtained in this experiment.
The S-coordinate and S-contrast of the matches as a function of luminance contrast of the test are presented in figures 10 and 11, respectively. One-way ANOVA Figure 6 . For three observers, averaged matches across striped and homogeneous patterns are presented in the CIE chromaticity diagram. The chromaticity of the neutral diamonds is indicated by the asterisk. The large grey and black circles represent the chromaticities of the yellow and pink backgrounds, respectively. The small grey circles are the average matches each observer made to the diamonds on the yellow background and the small black circles show the matches made to diamonds on the pink background. The numbers within the circles indicate the luminance of the background, as denoted in table 1. Note, observers' data are combined not averaged, so there are three small black and three small grey circles with the same number, corresponding to each observer's match for each luminance, eg there are three small black 5s, three small grey 5s, etc. Grey and black symbols represent the M-contrast of the average matches set to diamonds on the yellow and pink backgrounds, respectively. Observer SH's matches are indicated by triangles, BB's by squares, and DR's by circles. The three thin grey and the three thick black diagonal lines represent the best linear fits to each individual's data. Figure 11 . S-contrast of the average matches as a function of luminance contrast of the test. Luminance contrast is positive when the strip luminance is less than 24 cd m À2 and negative when it is more than 24 cd m À2 . The thickest black line indicates the prediction when no highspatial-frequency tritanopia effect occurs. Grey and black symbols represent S-contrast of the average matches on yellow and pink backgrounds respectively. Again, matches made by observers SH, BB, and DR are shown as triangles, squares, and circles, respectively. The three thin grey and the three thick black diagonal lines indicate the best linear fits to each individual's data.
showed that the S-coordinates changed significantly ( p 5 0X001) with luminance contrast for both yellow and pink backgrounds. As can be seen in figure 10 , the S-coordinate monotonically increases with luminance contrast of the test, reaching a plateau at high levels of positive contrast. Therefore, the observers' match was not based on the S-coordinate of the test. Nor was it based on any transformed (but constant) value of the S-coordinate of the test. (8) Furthermore, if the highspatial-frequency tritanopia effect was a result of S-filling-in or S-filtering-out then S-contrast of the match would not have depended on the luminance contrast because the S-contrast of the diamonds is fixed. (9) In contrast to such a prediction, for all observers the S-contrast of the match monotonically increases as luminance contrast increases. If there was no high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect, the S-contrast of the match would be equal to the luminance contrast of the test (10) (marked with a black line without symbols on the graph). As follows from the graph, the data do not meet this prediction either. More specifically, the curves fitting the S-contrast of the match for diamonds in the pink surround go above the line predicting no illusory colour, which means that illusory colours were blueish. The curves corresponding to the yellow surround lie below the predicted line, thus showing that illusory tinges were yellowish. Asymmetry existing between these two groups of curves indicates that different mechanisms may have produced this illusion on the yellow and pink surrounds.
Deviation of S-contrast of the match from the no-illusion-predicted diagonal lends itself as an index of the illusionöa measure of its strength. (11) As one can see in figure 11 , this deviation systematically increases with luminance contrast, being more pronounced for the pink surround.
Discussion
Previously, an effect of luminance contrast on one type of artificial tritanopia (namely, tritanopia of the central foveola) was studied by Brainard and Williams (1993) . Contrary to our results, in their study luminance contrast was found to reduce the tritanopia effect. Specifically, Brainard and Williams found that S-contrast of matches decreased with luminance contrast. They gave an account of their results in terms of interactions between the luminance channel and the S-cone receptor channel. Such an explanation implies that tritanopia of the central foveola is based on the performance of the S-cone receptor channel.
In contrast with tritanopia of the central foveola, the high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect was found to increase with luminance contrast in our experiment. This suggests that perhaps tritanopia of the central foveola and high-spatial-frequency tritanopia are different phenomena based on rather different mechanisms. We believe that high-spatial- (8) For instance, the data cannot be accounted for by constant spatial integration (due to optical or neural factors) of the S-component across the diamonds' border. (9) Specifically, S-contrast was negative for the pink background (À0X46) and positive for the yellow background (5X41). (10) If the coloured strips had no effect on the appearance of the diamonds, the matching bar would be set to a neutral chromaticity and to a luminance of 24 cd m À2 . The matching bar is presented against a neutral background, and so, if no tritanopia effect were observed, the matching bar would be set to the same chromaticity as the neutral background. Its S-contrast (as well as M-and L-contrast) would therefore be equal to its luminance contrast. Moreover, since the luminance of the strips was kept equal to that of the background, the luminance contrast between diamonds and strips would be equal to the luminance contrast between the matching bar and the background. Therefore, the S-contrast of the match should be equal to the luminance contrast of the diamonds when no tritanopia effect is observed. (11) In fact, this deviation shows how much S-contrast is needed to produce the same high-spatialfrequency tritanopia effect as that induced by manipulating only M-and L-contrast.
frequency tritanopia may be a particular case of the same type of spatio-chromatic interaction as that studied by Wandell and collaborators (Poirson and Wandell 1993; Wandell 1993; Bauml and Wandell 1996) . They found that, as spatial frequency of a square-wave grating increases, its apparent colour desaturates, leading to the conclusion that desaturation of apparent colour of a square-wave grating with spatial frequency is more consistent with the suggestion of involvement of post-receptor rather than receptor spatio-chromatic channels.
To put it another way, it was shown in these studies that the physiological basis of colour matching involves post-receptor rather than receptor colour channels. In which channel matching occurs becomes apparent only when one deals with an effect of spatial structure of the pattern on its colour. Indeed, it is widely believed that two lights will match each other if the receptor responses to these lights are equal (eg Wyszecki and Stiles 1982, page 126) . It is easy to see that, if the receptor responses to the pair of lights are equal, then the responses of any linear post-receptor channels to this pair will be equal too, provided that these post-receptor channels are linearly independent. The converse is also true. Therefore, when spatially homogeneous lights are used, one cannot differentiate between a hypothesis asserting that colour matching is based on the outputs of the receptor channels and a hypothesis stating that it is based on the outputs of the post-receptor channels.
Spatio-chromatic interactionöthe effect of spatial distribution of the light on its colour matchingösuggests that the spatial dimension should be taken into account in colour-matching assumptions. This could be done by introducing a spatial gaincontrol factor in colour-matching equations (Weale 1981) . At this point we face a problem: which colour-matching equations (ie based on receptor or post-receptor channels) should be extended into the spatial domain? Wandell and collaborators showed that their colour-matching data were better fitted by the spatio-chromatic model based on post-receptor rather than receptor channels (Poirson and Wandell 1993; Bauml and Wandell 1996) . Furthermore, Wandell and collaborators found that the best fit of their model to their data was achieved when assuming the separability of spatial and spectral characteristics of the post-receptor channels. In other words, they claimed that the spatio-chromatic sensitivity function for these post-receptor channels could be factored into spectral and spatial-frequency characteristics. It must be pointed out, however, that the spatio-chromatic separability of the post-receptor channels cannot take place if the receptor spatio-chromatic channels are thought as the first stage (cascade) of the post-receptor spatio-chromatic channels. Indeed, there is every indication to believe that the receptor channels are separable. However, post-receptor and receptor channels cannot be both separable if the post-receptor spatio-chromatic channels are assumed to be linear combinations of the receptor spatiochromatic channels. (12) Wandell and collaborators' results lead to the conjecture that the receptor and post-receptor spatio-chromatic channels coexist independently in the human visual system. In other words, post-receptor spatio-chromatic channels should be considered not as a second stage in a cascade but as channels which exist in parallel with receptor spatio-chromatic channels. For example, a post-receptor spatio-chromatic channel can be considered as a layer of (bipolar or ganglion) neurons each of which is fed by a (12) Only if either the wavelength characteristics of each receptor channel are the same or the spatialfrequency characteristics of each receptor channel are the same, can the wavelength characteristics of the receptor channels be combined into one wavelength function or the spatial-frequency characteristics of the receptor channels be combined into one spatial-frequency function for each post-receptor channel. It is well-established that the spectral sensitivity and spatial modulation transfer functions of the receptor channels are different, so they cannot be combined into one wavelength, and one spatial-frequency function; thus receptor channels and post-receptor channels cannot both be separable (see Appendix). few cones of different types. All the neurons constituting a post-receptor channel are supposed to be of the same type. Chromatic characteristic of such a channel will be determined by a weighted sum of the cone spectral sensitivities. Spatial characteristic will be determined by the size of the neurons' receptive field and by the density of their distribution across the layer. Therefore, while such a post-receptor channel can be considered as a linear combination of the outputs of the S-, M-, and L-cones in the chromatic domain, it is not so in the spatial domain. The spatio-chromatic characteristic of such a channel can be represented as
Here S(l), M(l), and L(l), where l is the wavelength, are the spectral characteristics of the S-, M-, and L-cones; k S , k M , and k L are S-, M-, and L-cone weights; X( f ) are the spatial-frequency characteristics of the channel. Note that, strictly speaking, X( f ) has nothing to do with the spatial-frequency characteristics of the receptor channels. As said above, it is determined by the mosaic of the neurons making up the post-receptor channel in question, and their receptive fields. Any post-receptor channel (1) with such a chromatic characteristic that its response to a neutral light is zero, will be silent to both the strips and the background in figure 2. Such a channel will not attenuate the contrast between the strips and the background in figure 2, because this contrast simply does not exist for this channel. In other words, for such a channel figure 2 will be an alias of a spatially homogeneous pattern in the terminology of Brainard and Williams (1993) . This is why figure 2 produces no illusion. (13) Note that our results are not only in line with such an explanation but also show that the visual system does not seem to`monitor' the receptor channels when the colour appearance of objects is evaluated. If the visual system did monitor them, then both figures 1 and 2 would produce the same illusion, since the output of the S-cone channel is the same for both figures. A similar fact, namely, that``the observer's response can be based on a particular subset of analyzers rather than on all analyzers'' was found in the detection and recognition experiments (Graham 1989, page 251) .
To summarise, we suggest the high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect is based on the performance of a post-receptor spatio-chromatic channel, most likely the S-cone pathway to which the M-and L-cones contribute. Moreover, deviations from linearity in figures 6 and 7 suggest that this contribution is not linear, being in line with a nonlinear model of the S-cone pathway put forward by Pugh and Mollon (1979) . Asymmetry of the high-spatial-frequency tritanopia effect found for yellow and pink backgrounds, indicates that the S-cone pathway underlying the effect is probably divided into two. The latter is in line with the recent findings by Sankeralli and Mullen (2001), and Eskew (2000) who found, using different techniques, that the S-cone input is processed differently, depending on whether it is incremental or decremental.
